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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a hyperbolic system of conservation laws 
% +.w, = 0 (1.1) 
where f: Rm --t Rm is continuously differentiable. A convex function T(U) is 
called an entropy for (1.1) with entropy flux q(u) if 
+>t + mz = 0 (1.2) 
holds identically for any smooth vector field U(X, t) which satisfies (1.1). 
Equation (1.2) follows from (1.1) if 
Egg= -$ k = 1,...,m. 
k 
(1.3) 
For m = 1, every convex function q(u) is an entropy for (1.1) with entropy 
flux &) = J; q’(w) d!(w). F or m = 2, Lax [I] shows that a strictly convex 
entropy exists, at least locally. For m > 2, however, (1.3) is overdetermined 
and the existence of a nontrivial (i.e. other than a linear function of U) entropy 
may be attributed only to a happy coincidence. Nevertheless, conservation 
laws that result from continuum mechanics and thermodynamics are endowed 
with a “natural” entropy having a physical interpretation. 
It is known that the initial value problem for (1.1) does not have, in general, 
a global classical solution even if the initial data are smooth. On the other 
hand, in the class of weak solutions (bounded measurable functions that 
satisfy (1.1) in the sense of distributions) uniqueness is lost. A number of 
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criteria motivated by mathematical and/or physical considerations have been 
proposed in order to single out an admissible weak solution (for a survey see, 
e.g., [2]). In the equations of gas dynamics, the requirement that entropy 
should increase across shocks rules out nonadmissible solutions. Motivated 
by this occurence, Lax [l] postulates the following criterion. 
ENTROPY ADMISSIBILITY CRITERION. Let r)(u) be an entropy for (1.1) with 
entropy flux q(u). A weak solution U(X, t) of (1.1) will be admissible if it 
satisfies 
?1(U)t + d& G 0 (1.4) 
in the sense of distributions. 
The following interesting results are established in [l]: The entropy 
criterion is compatible with the viscosity criterion. Furthermore, if r](u) is 
strictly convex, the entropy criterion is equivalent (at least for moderately 
strong shocks) to Lax’s shock admissibility condition [3]. Thus, it is reasonable 
to conjecture that in the class of genuinely nonlinear hyperbolic conservation 
laws [3] the entropy criterion characterizes completely the admissible solutions. 
The situation is different, however, if (1.1) is not genuinely nonlinear; 
in this case the entropy criterion for any particular entropy does not rule out 
all solutions that are disqualified by the viscosity criterion. In order to 
circumvent this difficulty, Lax [l] makes the requirement that (1.4) should be 
satisfied for every entropy associated with (1.1). This singles out the admissible 
solution in the case m = 1 where every convex function is an entropy. 
We are not completely satisfied with this approach for two reasons: First, 
it seems to be effective only in the case of a single equation (m = 1) since 
systems are not endowed with so rich a collection of entropies. Second, its 
physical motivation is not very clear because, even when several entropies are 
associated with a system (1.1) resulting from thermodynamics, only one of 
them enjoys a physical interpretation. (For example, every convex T(U) is an 
entropy for the model equation ut + uu, = 0 of gas dynamics but only 
T(U) = G/2 has a physical interpretation (mechanical energy).) It is 
plausible that this “natural” entropy is sufficient to characterize admissible 
solutions. 
The intent of this work is to put forward an alternative criterion in which 
admissibility is dictated by a single entropy. We consider the initial value 
problem for a hyperbolic conservation law (1.1) with a strictly convex entropy 
r)(u) and we restrict our attention to bounded solutions u(x, t) such that 
u(*, t) E CO([O, T); [Ll(-00, CO)]“)~ We normalize r](u) by q(O) = 0. 
1 The experience with m = 1 indicates that this is the natural class of functions in 
which solutions should be sought. (The case u(., t) E cO([O, 2’); [I&,,(- co, co)]“) can 
also be covered after a slight modification of the arguments.) 
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We then introduce the total entropy at t E [0, T) 
and we postulate the following criterion. 
ENTROPY RATE ADMISSIBILITY CRITERION. A solution U(X, t) will be 
called admissible if there is no solution z~(x, t) with the property that for some 
7 E [0, T), U(X, t) = ZZ(X, t) on (-co, co) x [0, T] and D+&(T) < D+&(r). 
Roughly speaking, we require that for the admissible solution the total 
entropy decreases with the highest possible rate. The physical motivation of 
the above criterion is clear and its relationship to Lax’s entropy criterion is 
obvious; we attempt here to establish its equivalence to other accepted 
admissibility criteria. The investigation is hampered by the scarcity of test 
cases (systems that are not genuinely nonlinear for which the question of 
admissibility of solutions has been settled). In any event, we are able to justify 
the entropy rate criterion in the following two cases: 
(i) The single equation (m = 1) in the class of piecewise smooth 
solutions. 
(ii) The system 
Ut - v, = 0 
vt -f(& = 0, 
WI 
f’ > 0, in the class of piecewise smooth solutions. 
This article by no means exhausts the subject. Further investigation is 
necessary in many directions. The entropy rate criterion should be tested 
on broader classes of solutions, in the case of several space variables, as well as 
on larger systems. (The system of equations of gas dynamics (m = 3) is the 
natural next candidate.) Possible implications on existence, uniqueness and 
stability of solutions should be explored. Finally, the criterion should be 
tested on nonhyperbolic conservation laws. The equations of nonlinear 
thermoelasticity provide an example of this nature. 
2. COMPUTATION OF THE RATE OF ENTROPY DECAY 
In this section we compute D+&(t) in the class of piecewise smooth 
solutions U(X, t) with smooth shocks. For definiteness we assume that, for 
each t, U(X, t) is continuous from the left and has compact support. Further- 
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more, shocks x = x(t) are defined on intervals closed from below and open 
from above. A vector field ~(x, t) in this class is a weak solution if (1.1) is 
satisfied at every point where ZJ(X, t) is differentiable while the Rankine- 
Hugoniot condition 
liw+ - u-1 = fb+) - fW (2.1) 
holds across each shock x = x(t). Here we employ the notation 
u+ = u(x(t) + 0, t), u- = u(x(t) - 0, t). (If more than one shock issue from 
the point (X(T), T), the definition of u+ and u- at this point should be modified 
in an obvious way.) 
Let r)(u) be an entropy for (1.1) with entropy flux q(u). For T >, 0, 
shocks 
a(+Au+) - +-)I + C / ~04 dx 
where the first summation extends over all shocks that intersect the line t = T 
and the second over all intervals into which the line t = 7 is partitioned by 
these shocks. Substituting q(~)~ from (1.2) and integrating we arrive at 
D+%T) = sh;b {du+) - &-) - li(+?@+> - ?I(@-)I)* (2.2) 
3. THE SINGLE EQUATION 
We test here the entropy rate criterion on (1. l), with m = 1, in the class of 
piecewise smooth solutions with smooth shocks. A solution in this class 
satisfies the viscosity admissibility criterion if and only if Oleinik’s E-condition 
141 
(f(4 -f(u--Mu - u-1 2 Mu+) - f(u-Mu+ - u-4 (3.1) 
holds across every shock for all u between u- and u+ . 
We compute the rate of entropy decay for a solution u(x, t). Although every 
strictly convex function T(U) can serve equally well as an entropy in our 
investigation, we select v(u) = u2/2 which is physically motivated and, in 
addition, leads to a rate of entropy decay with an interesting geometric 
interpretation. The corresponding entropy flux is q(u) = si w df(w). 
Using (2.2), (2.1) and after some computations we arrive at 
~+K(T) = & A@- 9 u+> (3.2) 
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where we employ the notation 
(3.3) 
We observe that A(o, w) is the (signed) area between the graph off and the 
chord that joins (er,f(w)) with (w,f(w)). 
THEOREM 1. Within the class of piecewise smooth solutions, the viscosity 
and the entropy rate admissibility criterion are equivalent. 
Proof. We first show that if U(X, t), @(x, t) are two piecewise smooth 
solutions with the same (piecewise smooth) initial data and (3.1) is satisfied 
across every shock of P(X, t), then D+&(O) < D+&(O). 
In view of (3.2), it suffices to deal separately with each point of discontinuity 
so that we may assume without loss of generality that all shocks of U(X, t) 
and Z&V, t) issue from (0,O). We let U- and u+ denote the limits of the initial 
data at x = 0 from the left and right. 
Suppose x1(%.., x&J are the shocks of u(x, t) issuing from (0, 0), 
g1il(q < *-* < k-(O). Let u2K-l and uzlc denote the states on the left and right 
of xk at (0,O). Also set ua = u- , uZn+r = u+ . The characteristic speed at the 
state u is f’(u) so that, if uzk: # uZk+r , f’ must be monotone on the interval 
defined by uak and uZk+r and 
?u) G f’b42d s f ‘(UZk+l) d >i7c+dQ k = O,..., 12, (3.4) 
(with the obvious modifications for k = 0 and k = n; if usk = Usk+r , we only 
have kd0) d kk+#N. 
Now, consider on the u - f plane, the curve y that joins (u- , f (zQ) with 
(u+ , f (u+)) and has parametric representation I: [0,2n + l] + R2; v(l) = ul , 
E = O,..., 2n + 1; p maps [2k, 2k + I] onto the arc of the graph off that joins 
(G , f (u2d with (u~~c+~ , f (uzL+r)); v maps [2k - 1, u(] onto the chord that 
joins (U~W ,f(u2d with bZk , f (uZk)). From (3.2) and (3.3) it follows that 
D+&(O) is the (signed) area between the graph off and y. 
By the same procedure we construct the corresponding curve 9 for the 
solution ti(x, t). Since ~(x, t) satisfies (3.1), it is easily seen that, if u- < u+ , 
then J is the lower boundary of the convex hull of the set 
{(u, f4 I u- d u % u+ , w > f (u)}, while if U- > U+ , then 7 is the upper 
boundary of the convex hull of the set {(u, w) 1 u+ < u < U- , w < f(u)}. 
As above, D,&(O) is the (signed) area between the graph off and r. 
Consequently, D+H,(O) - D+&(O) is the (signed) area between y and f. 
Suppose now that, starting at (u- , f (u-)), a point traverses y until it reaches 
(a+ , f (u+)) and then returns to (u- , f (u-)) via 7. Recalling (3.4), (2.1), and 
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the construction of y and ji, we conclude that each cycle is described clockwise 
so that the (signed) area between y and 7 is nonpositive. Thus 
D+&(O) < D+K(O). (E xam ~1 es show that possibly D+H,(O) = D+&(O) 
even though U(X, t) and ~(x, t) do not coincide locally.) 
We have thus shown that every piecewise smooth solution that satisfies 
the viscosity criterion satisfies also the entropy rate criterion. We now prove 
that, conversely, every piecewise smooth solution that satisfies the entropy 
rate criterion satisfies also the viscosity criterion. 
To this end, we assume that ~(3, t) is a solution such that (3.1) fails at a 
point (X(T), T) of a shock x = x(t) ( we select (X(T), 7) so that no other shock 
issues from this point) and we construct another solution with higher rate of 
entropy decay at T. Without loss of generality, let (X(T), T)  = (0,O). For 
definiteness, assume U- < u+ at (0, 0) ( an analogous argument holds if 
U- > u,). Then there is us E (u- , u+) such that 
(f(uo) - f(zL))/(uo - u-1 < Mu+) - f(u--Mu+ - u-1 (3.5) 
which is equivalent to 
&. , u+) > A@- Iuo) + 4ql, u+>. 
We now define 
I 
u(x, t) 
4% 0 = *_ 
for x < f’(uJt, t > 0 
for x >f’(uJt, t > 0 ’ 
w(x, t) = 
I 
u+ 
for x <f’(u+)t, t > 0 
u(x, t) for x > f’(u+)t, t > 0’ 
and we consider the initial value problems 
&) = f(%) - fbw), 9 ) 
uo - w(f(t), t) 5(O) = 0, 
Qt) = f(uo) -Ml;(t), t)) , 
uo - 45(t), q S(O) = 0. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
By (2.1) and (3.5), 5’(O) < 2(O) < t(O) so that (local) solutions of (3.7) and 
(3.8) exist and f(t) < x(t) < t(t), t positive small. We now set 
qx, t) = 
1 
4% t> for x < 6(t), t>o 
240 for f(t) -=c x < 5(t), t > 0 
+, t) for t;(t) < x, t > 0. 
It is easily verified that @(x, t) is a local weak solution of (1.1) with 
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a((~, 0) = z@, 0). Furthermore, using (3.2) and (3.6) D+&(O) < D+H,(O) 
which shows that ZJ(X, t) does not satisfy the entropy rate criterion. The proof 
is complete. 
4. A SYSTEM OF Two EQUATIONS 
In this section we test the entropy rate criterion on the system (1.6) which 
arises in gas dynamics and nonlinear elasticity. In this connection, the 
“natural” entropy (mechanical energy) and entropy flux are given by 
(4.1) 
Some familiarity of the reader with (1.6), that can be acquired by reading 
[5 or 61, will be assumed in the sequel. The Rank&-Hugoniot conditions (2.1) 
take the form 
whence 
(u+-u-)g(t)+w+-w-=0 
(w+ - 4 2(t) + flu+> - fW = 0 
(4.2) 
RW2 = (flu,) -fk)>/@+ - u-b (4.3) 
Wendroff [5] shows that for a piecewise smooth solution that satisfies the 
viscosity criterion the following analog of Oleinik’s E-condition holds across 
every shock for all u between II- and u+: 
(f(u) - f(K))/(U - u-1 < (f(u+> - f(u-Mu+ - @-) if ?>O 
(f(u) - f(K))/@ - u-1 2 (f(u+) - fW/(u+ - u-1 if g<O. 
(4.4) 
We compute the rate of entropy decay for a solution (u, w)(x, t). Using (2.2), 
(4.2) and after some computations we arrive at 
~+f%bv,(~) = c a(4 A@- P u+) (4.5) 
shocks 
where A(*, a) is again defined by (3.3). 
THEOREM 2. Ewery solution that satisfies (4.4) satisfies also the entropy 
rate admissibility criterion within the class of piecewise smooth solutions. 
Proof. We show that if (u, w)(x, t), (u; a)(~, t) are two piecewise smooth 
solutions with the same (piecewise smooth) initial data and (4.4) is satisfied 
across every shock of (is, a)(~, t), then D+Ho,,,(0) < D+H(,,,,(O). 
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As in Section 3, we assume without loss of generality that all shocks of 
u(x, t) and ~(x, t) issue from (0,O). We let (u- , V-) and (u+ , v+) denote the 
limits of the initial data at x = 0 from the left and right. 
Suppose that x-,,(t) ,..., ~-~(t), xl(t) ,..., x”(t) are the shocks of (u, er)(x, t) 
issuing from (0, 0), kmn(0) < *.* < tJ0) < 0 < t,(O) < 1.. < k”(O). (Pos- 
sibly n = 0 or Y = 0). Let (uZk , a,,), (uzlc+r , ~+r) denote the states on the 
left and right of the backward shock xK at (0,O) (K = --n,..., -l), and 
@2k-1 9 W2k-11, (u27c > 22 v ) the states on the left and right of the forward shock 
xk at (0,O) (K = l,..., v). We also set 
k2n-1 P u-2n-1) = (u- 9 4, (u2v+1 > V2v+l) = (u+ 2 w+>s 
The characteristic speeds are &f’(u)ll” so that, if uZk-r # uzlc , f’ must be 
monotone on the interval defined by u21c-1 and uzlc , k = -n,..., -1, and 
kk-l(O) e -f ‘(“2k-1)1’2 < -f ‘(u2k)1’2 < I,, k = --n,..., -1, 
(4.6.1) 
(with the obvious modification fork = -n). Similarly, if uzlc # uZk+r ,f’ must 
be monotone on the interval defined by uzlc and u~~+~, k = l,..., Y, and 
k%(O) < f ‘(U2kP2 d f ‘(u2k+l)1’2 < ~kdo, k = l,..., v, (4.6.2) 
(with the obvious modiiication for k = v). 
The forward and backward waves issuing from (0,O) are separated by a state 
(u 0, q-,) which is bounded from each side either by a shock or by a charac- 
teristic. For definiteness, let us assume us # u-r , ur , in which case 
)&1(O) < -f ‘(u-p2 f  -f ‘(up2 < f  ‘(u(p 
< f  ‘(%Y < 21(O). 
(4.6.3) 
As in Section 3, we construct, on the u - f  plane, the curve y- that joins 
(u- , f  (u-)) with (zr, , f  (uJ) and has parametric representation 
rpm: [-2n - 1, 0] --+ R2; v-w = % , 1 = -2n - l,..., 0; 
p- maps [2k - 1,2k] onto the arc of the graph off that joins (uZkmI , f  (uZkml)) 
with (usb , f  (z&); ‘p- maps [2K, 2k + l] onto the chord that joins (u,~ , f  (u2k)) 
with (Q+~ ,f(uzk+J). Similarly, we construct the corresponding curve y+ 
v. = o- + 
I 
1 h- 11’2 du = v, - 
I I k, l1’2 du, (4.7) Y- y + 
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where h-(s) (resp., h+(s)) is the slope of 3/- (resp., y+) at the point F,-(S), 
s E [-2n - 1, 01, (resp., v+(s), s E [0,2v + 11). 
One now has to distinguish various cases depending on the relative position 
of 110, u- , and u+ . All possible combinations are treated similarly. For 
definiteness, we will consider here in detail the case u- < u+ ,< u. . For 
--oo < u1 < us < 03, $B(q , us) denotes the convex hull of the set 
I@, w) I q G u < u2, w <of>. For u E I$, u21r let 
b(u; u1 , u2) = mdw I (4 4 E Wul , u2>>. 
Using (4.6), (4.3), (4.5), and after a tedious estimation,2 
j’” [b’(u; u- , u~)]~‘~ du < jym / he /1’2 du, 
u- 
(4.8) 
s u” [b’(u; u+ , uo)]“” du < j 1 h, 11’2 du, u+ Y+ 
~+fQw,,(O) t - j”” W; u- , 4 - f(u)l[O; u- , ~r,)l~‘~ du 
a- 
W) 
- 
s 
u” [b(u; u+ , uo) - f(u)][b’(u; u+ , u~)]~‘~ du. 
u+ 
We now define functions 
B(U) = we + ju; [b'(w; u- , u)]"" dw, u E [u- , co>, (4.10) 
F(u) =w+ - s u [b’(w; u+ , u)]“” dw, u E [u+ , co). (4.11) u+ 
Leibovich [6, Proposition 2.11 shows that B(u) is strictly increasing and 
F(u) is strictly decreasing. Moreover, on account of (4.7) and (4.8), 
B(u,) < w. <F(u,). It follows that there is at most one (gO , eo) such that 
q, = B(iio) = F(co), and zz,, >, us . 
Consider now the solution (ti, B)(x, t). Since (4.4) is satisfied across any 
shock, it is easily seen (compare with [5, 61) that (il, , go,), determined above, 
exists and is the state that separates the forward from the backward waves 
s To prove (4.8) and (4.9), we “interpolate” an appropriate finite sequence of curves 
between y- (resp., y+) and the graph of b(*; u- , u,,) (resp., b(.; u+ , us)) and then carry 
out the estimation step by step. 
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issuing from (0,O). Furthermore, the corresponding curves p;- and y.+ are here 
thegraphsofb(*;u-,Es)andb(*;u+, ,,, ti ) respectively. Then (4.5) yields 
D+H~,,~~(o) = -(” [b(u; u- , is,) - f(u>][b’(u; u- , Q]“” du 
u- 
(4.12) 
- 
s 
co [b(u; u+ , ii,,) - f(u)][b’(u; u+ , T&,)]~‘~ du. 
u+ 
From (4.9), (4.12), and g0 > u,, , it can be shown that D+H(,,,,(O) < 
D+Hc,,,,(O). The proof 1s complete. 
In order to establish the equivalence of the entropy rate admissibility 
criterion with (4.4), one must also show that, conversely, if a piecewise smooth 
solution (u(x, t), V(X, t)) satisfies the entropy rate criterion, then (4.4) holds 
across every shock. We have been able to prove this only in the special case 
where (u(x, t), ~(3c, t)) is piecewise constant.3 Probably the assertion is not 
generally true, because the class of piecewise smooth solutions is not “natural” 
for (1.6) (in the sense that piecewise smooth initial data do not generate, 
in general, piecewise smooth solutions). The equivalence of the viscosity and 
the entropy rate criterion for (1.6) should be investigated in the framework 
of a broader class of solutions. 
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